Abstract
Overview
This research is motivated by the problem of performance prediction in dynamic and unpredictable environments where traditional performance modeling has limited success. Examples include shared execution environments and new software or system environments. The approach is based on the concept of a performance skeleton which is a short running program whose execution time in any scenario reflects the estimated execution time of the application it represents. The fundamental goal is to build and validate a framework for automatic construction of performance skeletons for parallel MPI programs. Earlier work in this project con-structed and validated memory and performance skeletons and explored their usage in distributed environments [3, 7, 4, 9, 5] . A new procedure for construction of performance skeletons that is being employed now is illustrated in Figure 1 and detailed in [8] .
This paper outlines the new contributions of this work which are 1) trace logicalization which is conversion of a suite of execution traces of an SPMD MPI program into a single logical trace, 2) trace compression which involves identification of the loop structure inherent in the execution trace to capture the core execution behavior, and (3) skeleton construction and validation.
Trace logicalization
As high performance scientific applications are generally SPMD programs, the traces for different processes are typically similar to each other and the communication is associated with a well defined global pattern. A study of DoD and DoE HPC codes at Los Alamos National Labs [2] and analysis of NAS benchmarks [6] shows that an overwhelming majority of these codes have a single low degree stencil as the dominant communication pattern. These characteristics expose the possibility of combining all processor traces into a single logical program trace that represents the aggregate execution -in the same way as an SPMD program represents a family of processes that typically execute on different nodes. An example physical and logical trace are shown in Table 1 .
The logicalization framework has been developed for MPI programs and proceeds as follows. The application is linked with the PMPI library so that all message exchanges are recorded in a trace file during execution. Message passing patterns are analyzed to determine the application level communication topology. Once this global topology is determined, a representative process trace is analyzed in detail and transformed into a logical program trace where all message sends and receives are to/from a logical neighbor in terms of a logical communication topology (e.g a torus or a grid) instead of a physical process rank.
The key algorithmic challenge is the identification of the application communication topology from the application communication matrix which represents the inter-process communication graph. The reason this is diffiult is 1) establishing if a given communication graph matches a given topology is equivalent to solving the well known graph isomorphism problem for which no polynomial algorithms exist and 2) there are many different types of topologies (different stencils on graph/torus, trees, etc.) and many instantiations within each topology type (e.g., different number and sizes of dimensions even for a fixed number of nodes). Our approach applies the following sequence of steps as a decision tree with simpler tests applied first for efficiency:
1. Simple Tests: Finding all possible sizes of grid/tori based on prime factors of the number of processes N , then matching the number of edges and the degree ordered sequence of nodes.
Graph Spectrum Test:
Based on computing eigenvalues -eigenvalue sets of isomorphic graphs are identical.
Isomorphism Test:
Applies graph isomorphism to establish a topology. Table 2 presents observations from the application of this procedure to selected NAS benchmarks. The topologies that remain as candidates after each of the tests and the final established topology are listed along with processing times. Clearly the procedure is effective and efficient.
Trace compression
An important step in the process of construction of performance skeletons is the identification of repeating patterns in MPI message communication. Since the MPI communication trace is typically a result of loop execution, discovering the executing loop nest from the trace is central to the task of skeleton construction. The discovery of "loops" here technically refers to the discovery of tandem repeating patterns in a trace (presumably) due to loop execution.
Common compression procedures include gzip that constructs a dictionary of frequently occuring substrings and replaces each occurence with a representative symbol, and Sequitur that infers the hierarchical structure in a string by automatically constructing and applying grammar rules for reduction of substrings. Such methods cannot always identify long range loop patterns because of early reductions. An alternate approach is to attempt to identify the longest matching substring first. However, simple algorithms to achieve this are at least quadratic in trace length and hence impractical for long traces. A practical tradeoff is to limit the window size for substring matching, which again risks missing long span loops.
Our research took a novel approach to identifying the loop structure in a trace based on Crochemore's algorithm [1] that is widely used in pattern analysis in bioinformatics. This algorithm can identify all repeats in a string, including tandem, split, and overlapping repeats, in O(nlogn) time. A framework was developed in this research to discover the loop nest structure by recursively identifying the longest span tandem repeats in a trace. The procedure identifies the optimal (or most compact) loop nest in terms of the span of the trace covered by loop nests and the size of the compressed loop nest representation. However, the execution time was unacceptable for long traces; processing of a trace consisting of approximately 320K MPI calls took over 31 hours.
The results motivated us to develop a greedy procedure which intuitively works bottom up -it selectively identifies and reduces the shorter span inner loops and replaces them with a single symbol, before discovering the longer span outer loops. While the loop nest discovered by the greedy algorithm may not be optimal, it has well defined theoretical properties. A key analytical result is that the reduction of a shorter span inner loop as prescribed in the greedy algorithm can impact the discovery of a longer span outer loop only in the following way: if the optimal outer loop is L o then a corresponding loop L g will be identified despite the reduction of an inner loop. L o and L g have identical but possibly reordered trace symbols, but L g may have up to 2 less loop iterations than L o . Hence, the loop structure discovered by the greedy algorithm is near optimal.
The optimal and greedy loop nest discovery procedures were implemented and employed to discover the loop nests in the MPI traces of NAS benchmarks. The results are listed in Table 3 . As expected, the optimal algorithm discovered perfect loop nests as validated by direct observation. The loop nests discovered by the greedy algorithm were, in fact, identical to the optimal loop nests except for a minor difference in the case of CG benchmark -the compressed trace had 21 symbols instead of 10 and the loop structure was slightly different. However, the time for greedy loop discovery was dramatically lower, down from 31 hours to 61 seconds for one trace. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort towards extracting complete loop nests from execution traces.
Construction and validation of performance skeletons
The final step in building a performance skeleton is converting a logicalized and compressed trace into an executable program that recreates the behavior represented in the trace. The skeleton execution time is controlled by reducing the number of execution iterations relative to the number in the compressed trace. Implementation of the communication in the performance skeleton is based on converting the MPI event symbols to real MPI communication calls. The key issues in ensuring deadlock free communication in a skelton program are the following: Send/Receive and its corresponding MPI Receive/Send may not be matched in size or another parameter. Analysis is employed to identify these and ensure a match, e.g., by using the median message size of a Send and Recv.
A framework to build performance skeletons has been implemented and employed to predict performance in a number of scenarios as follows: 1) sharing of CPU with foreign processes, 2) varying available communication bandwidth, 3) varying number of processors for the same number of processes, and 4) usage of a different communication library. The results are shown in Table 4 .
We observe that the error rates are generally low, except in the following cases. The errors are relatively high for CPU sharing and are generally high for the CG benchmark. The main reasons are that CPU sharing behavior is very sensitive to low level computation details which are not replicated accurately in skeletons. In the case of CG benchmark, we speculate that some of the synchronization behavior is not captured well. More analysis is presented in [8] .
Conclusions
This paper identifies the major issues and presents new results in construction of performance skeletons to predict application performance. Skeleton construction is based on analysis of execution traces. Logicalization of a family of process traces is based on identifying the underlying communication toplogy from message passing traces. Compression of traces is based on identifying the loop nest structure inherent in the execution for which traces are collected. Both these methods are shown to be theoretically sound and have acceptable performance. Finally, the skeleton program construction from logicalized and compressed traces is based on reproducing the dominant execution activity while ensuring that the resultant SPMD skeleton code is deadlock free. Overall the approach is shown to be effective in a variety of scenarios where traditional performance modeling is difficult to apply although some weaknesses are identified. Detailed results are available in referenced related publications. 
